How to Create a Basic Query with a Prompt







Total number of Fall 2016 Applicants at Washington State University (WSU) Pullman who have
accepted Admission and been matriculated to an Active Program.
Please include only the following fields in results:
o EMPLID
o ADMIT_TERM
o ACAD_CAREER
o CAMPUS
o PROG_STATUS
Query Type: User
Owner: Private
Folder: Save in folder defined as your First and Last Name; for example RO_MHZ_MTR_TERM

Create a new query.

In the Description enter the appropriate query form the from the EM Top 20 list provided by ES. The
query used depends on the data that you are seeking for the query. The process of determining which
one to use is really by trial and error and with experience. In this case I chose ADM_APPL_PROG
because it was Admission related and by the title seemed to contain program data. I can’t be 100% sure
it contains all data until I actually open it. Sometimes you will need multiple queries to obtain the query
data that you need for your query. In this basic query I only need the one of ADM_APPL_PROG.
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Enter the desired query name ub teg Description box and click Search.

Click Add Record

In some cases the message below will pop up but just click OK.
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Click the Query tab and find the fields that are needed for the query and check the boxes. Fields for this
query are: EMPLID< ADMIT_TERM, CAMPUS, ACAD_CAREER, PROGR_STATUS. If you are developing
your own query you will have to determine what fields you need to check from the list. So after you
have selected the appropriate fields you may need to modify the fields by clicking on the funnel symbol
.
In this screen shot I am modifying the Admit_Term by clicking on the funnel symbol.
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When I click on the funnel symbol it opens this screen. In the query I want to see information for Fall
2016 which is 2167 in myWSU. So enter 2167 in the Expression 2 Define Constant field and ensure the
Choose Expression 2 Type is marked Constant. Then I hit OK. So when I run the query it will only show
students for 2167.

The next criteria I need to modify is CAMPUS so the data only returns information for Pullman (PULLM).
To do this I click on the funnel symbol.
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I now ensure the Constant is selected and enter pullm in the Define Constant field and click OK. The
possible options for campus are pullm, vanco, trici, spoka, evere. In this field the magnifying class does
not work to identify CAMPUS. The query will only show Pullman students now.

The next criteria I need to modify is PROGR_STATUS so the data only returns active students. To do this
I click on the funnel symbol.
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I ensure the Constant is selected and enter AC in the Define Constant field and click OK. In this field the
magnifying class feature does work and allows you to search for the appropriate Constant.

The next criteria I need to modify is ACAD_CAREER so the data only returns active students. To do this I
click on the funnel symbol.
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I ensure the Constant is selected and enter UGRD in the Define Constant field and click OK. In this field
the magnifying class feature does work and allows you to search for the appropriate Constant. The
possible careers are UGRD, GRAD, BUSN, VETM, PHAR. The query asks for data for UGRD and GRAD.
You will need to create the criteria for GRAD first, run the query then change the edit the criteria to
UGRD and then run the query again.

To run the query I click the Run tab and the query will display the data for GRAD students.
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To run the query for UGRD edit the Criteria for GRAD by clicking on the Edit button.

After you click the Edit tab the following screen will open so you can enter to UGRD Constant and click
OK.
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After this step is completed the criteria will change to UGRD.

You can now run the query by clicking on Run.

This query has been set up only to return data for 2167. If you want to have the flexibility of using this
query for other term you can enter a Prompt which will allow you to enter different terms and run the
query to obtain data for different terms. You can use the same steps to add prompt for other criteria
such as CAMPUS, and PROG_STATUS for example.

To set up a Prompt click on the Prompts tab.
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On this screen select Prompt in the Choose Expression 2 Type field and select New Prompt in the Define
Prompt field and click OK.
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When you first come to this page you will need to click on the magnifying class under the field of Prompt
Table.

The action above will bring you to this screen where you will click on the No Value tab and hit enter.
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You will then be brought back to this page but the data TERM_TBL that was previously displayed under
the Prompt Table will be gone. In the Edit Type field change the Prompt table to No Table Edit.
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When you review the Criteria table you need to ensure that the previous Admit_Term criteria that was
set for 2167 is deleted so only the new Prompt Admit_Term criteria is on the list. You can’t have two
criteria for Admit_Term or the query will not run.

Run the query by clicking on the Run tabl.

When you do this the prompt that you created will show. Enter the appropriate term and click OK.
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The data from the query will display.

You will then want to save the query with your designated name so click on Save As.
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If you work in the RO then you should start with RO then your initials. So that would be RO_MHZ_...... .
For the Query name there is not character limit but try to limit the length of the query name so all of he
name can be seen in the box. In the Description there is a character limit so do you best to describe the
purpose of the query. For the folder always use your first and last name. Query Type will always be
User. Owner is generally always Private, but even if it is Private you can granted specific individuals
access to the query.

When you search for the query in myWSU in Query Viewer it will appear like this:

When you click on Run to Excel the query will display like this:
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